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Let U,(ZG) denote the units of augmentation one of the integral group ring hG 
of the finite group G. We prove that G has a normal torsion-free complement in 
U,(LG) if G has an abelian normal subgroup A and G/A is abelian, of odd order, 
or of exponent dividing 4 or 6. 
1. INTR~DLJCTION 
Let fY,(LG) denote the units of augmentation one of the integral group 
ring ZG of the finite group G. We consider two questions, the first raised by 
Dennis [2]. 
(1) Does the inclusion G -+ U,(ZG) split? 
(2) If a splitting exists, is its kernel torsion-free? 
If affirmative answers to (1) and (2) exist for ZG, so that G has a normal 
torsion-free complement in U,(ZG), it follows that any finite subgroup of 
U,(ZG) is isomorphic to a subgroup of G, thus settling the isomorphism 
problem for ZG. 
Passman and Smith [9] gave positive answers to (1) and (2) if G has a 
normal abelian subgroup of index at most 2, or if G is the circle group of a 
nilpotent ring. For several groups of small order, the answers are again, yes, 
as shown in ]I, 4, lo]. 
In this paper we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a finite group having an abeiian normal 
subgroup A, such that either 
(a) G/A is abelian of exponent dividing 4 or 6 or 
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(b) G/A is abelian of odd order. 
Then G has a normal torsionfree complement in U,(ZG). 
In Section 2, we define, for any metabelian group G and any integer k, an 
idea1 Z,(G, A) =I, of BG, with d(G, A)’ c I, cA(G,A). Here, d(G, A) 
denotes ZGA(A), where A(A) is the augmentation idea1 of LA. We show 
that, in case (a), a normal complement to G in U,(zG) is given by U(l + Zk), 
the set of units congruent to 1 mod I,, for any k. We remark that 
Z,=A(G)A(A). 
Case (b) is more difficult. We have 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a normal abelian subgroup of G, with G/A 
abelian of odd order. Zf s = f([G: A] - l), then G has a normal complement 
N in U,(ZG), and N is an extension of U( 1 + I,) by a finitely generated free 
abelian group. 
Thus to prove Theorem 1.1, we must show that U(1 + Zk) is torsion-free. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to proving: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A a G, with A and G/A abelian. For any k E L, 
U( 1 + Z,) is torsion-free. 
This is proved in Section 4 if G/A acts faithfully and irreducibly on A. The 
proof of Theorem 1.3 is completed in Section 5 by reducing to the faithful 
and irreducible case, using the reductions of Section 3. We note that the 
problem of showing that U(l + A(G is torsion-free is considered by 
Jackson [6], although the proof in [6] does not appear to be complete. 
2. EXISTENCE OF A COMPLEMENT 
Let A be an abelian normal subgroup of the finite group G. Our first result 
is well known. 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) Zfa ,,..., a, E A; then C (at - 1) z n ai - 1 mod A(A)‘. 
(b) If a E A(A), then a E a - 1 mod A(A)’ for some a EA. 
(c) If a E A and a - 1 E A(A)2, then a = 1. 
Proof. Part (a) follows from the identity (a - 1) + (b - 1) = (ab - 1) - 
(a - l)(b - l), and (b) follows from (a). For (c), see [ 11, Proposition III. 
1.141. 
The next result now follows easily. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Zf 6 E A(G, A), and T is a set of coset representatives of A 
in G, then 6 can be written uniquely in the form 
6 = 1 x(a,- 1) + a, a,EA,aEA(G,A)‘. 
XET 
Proof. We may write 6 uniquely in the form 6 = CxsTxa,, with 
a, E LA, for x E T. Since 6 E A(G, A), then each a, E A(A), so we may find 
elements a, E A such that each a, = a, - 1 mod A(A)*, by Lemma 2.1(b). 
Then 
6= Y x(a, - 1) + 2 x(o,- (a,- 1)) 
ST XET 
and if a = C x(a, - (a, - l)), then 6 has the required form. If also 
d=Cx(b,- 1)+/3, with b, E A and /I E A(G, A)*, then ,7J x(a, - b,) s 0 
mod A(G, A)*, and hence a, E b, mod A(A)*, for each x E T. We then 
conclude from Lemma 2.1(c) that each a, = b,, proving uniqueness. 
For the remainder of this section, we assume that both A and G/A are 
abelian. If T is a set of coset representatives of A in G, then A(G, A) is a 
free abelian group with basis B = (x(a - 1) ) x E T, a E A, a # 1 }. We define 
for k E L, the homomorphism of abelian groups 
qh:A(G,A)-,A, #Jx(a - 1)) = axk, x(a - 1) E B 
(where ax denotes x-lax). We then define 
I, = Z,(G, A) = ker dkI 
LEMMA 2.3. (a) For all g E G, a E A, we have q&( g(a - 1)) = agk. 
(b) Zk is a two-sided ideal of LG, with A(G, A)* cZ, s A(G,A). 
Moreover Z, = A(G) A(A). 
(c) For each 6 E A(G, A), there exists a E A such that 6 z a - 1 
mod Zk. 
(d) (1 +Z,JnG= 1. 
(e) Z,$=Zek-,, where (,7JgeGngg)*=Cn,g-‘. 
Proof. Part (a) follows from the definition of dk provided that 
$,(xb(a- l))=atXbjk for xE T, a,bEA. But xb(a- l)=x(ba- l)- 
x(b - I), so 
#,(xb(a - 1)) = (bayk (b-‘yk = axk = acxbjk 
as desired, since A is abelian. 
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That Ik is an ideal follows from the identities 
h(g4 = hmkl h(&) = h(4gk+ ‘2 gEG, dEd(G,A) 
which we need verify only for 6 = h(a - l), h E G, a EA. But 
q$( g . h(a - 1)) = &h)k = ahkgk = d,(h(a - l))gk (using the fact that G/A is 
abelian), andksi,milarly d,(h(a - 1) . g) = q5,#g(ag - 1)) = (ag)(hg)k = ahkgk+’ = 
hc(W -- 1))” * Since I, is an ideal, the fact that d(G, A)’ c I, follows from 
~k((u-l)(b-1))=~,((ub-1)-(u-1)-(b-1))=ub.u~’.b-‘=1 
for a, b E A. We have I, cd(G, A) by definition, To prove that 
d(G)d(A) z IO, it suffices to show that $O((g - l)(u - 1)) = 1, g E G, 
uEA. But q$((g- l)(u- l))=&(g(u- 1)-(u- l))=uRO.uP’= 1. For 
the reverse inclusion, if 6 E I,, then by Lemma 2.2, 6 = CxETx(u, - 1) + 01, 
where CZELI(G,A)~~I,, so Cx(u,- l)EI,. Thus n,u,= 1. Now 
Cx(ux- 1)=X(x- l)(u,- 1)+X (a,- 1) 
;d zI(uX ,,‘) = n a, - 1 mod d(A)*, from Lemma 2.1(a). Since 
n 6 E C (x - l)(u, - 1) 
6 E’;(G) b(A). This proves (b). 
mod d(G, A)2, showing that 
For (c), note that $k(8) E A, so $k($k(8) - 1) = #k(B). Thus, if a = dk(8), 
thenu-lr6mod1,. 
Turning to (d), if 6 E I, and 1 + 6 = g E G, then g - 1 E d(G, A), so 
g=uEA. Then 6=u- 1, and l=~$~(B)=#~(u- l)=u. 
Finally, (e) follows from dk(B*) = #Pk+,(6)*, 6 E d(G, A), which we need 
only verify for 6=g(u-l), gEG, uEA. Since (g(u-l))*= 
g-‘((a-‘)“-‘- l), we have 
q$((g(a - I))*) = ((a-‘)g-‘)g-k = (u-l)g-k-’ = (ugmk I>* 
= (6k-l(& - l)))* 
as claimed. 
The next result is now immediate. 
LEMMA 2.4. If Z(G/A) has only trivial units, then U( 1 + I,) is a normal 
complement to G in U,(ZG). 
ProoJ Let -: iZG + L(G/A) denote the natural map. If u E U,(ZG), then U 
is a unit of Z(G/A), and hence ti = g, for some g E G, by hypothesis. Then 
u = g(l + S), 6 E d(G, A). From Lemma 2.3(c), 6 = a - 1 mod Ik for some 
uEA. Thus 1 +6=u(l +6’), 6’EI,, and we have u=gu(l +6’), so 
U,(LG) = GU(1 + Ik). By Lemma 2.3(d), (1 + Zk) n G = 1, and the proof is 
complete. 
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If G/A is abelian of exponent 2, 3, 4 or 6, then Z(G/A) has only trivial 
units, as shown by Higman (see [ 11, Theorem II. 4.11). We thus have our 
complement in this case. Also, since I, = d(G) d(A), we recover Lemma 1.9 
of Passrnan and Smith [9]. 
We now give examples where G does nor have a normal complement V in 
U, (ZG) containing U( 1 + Zk). 
EXAMPLE 1. G=(a,xJa”=x5= 1,a”=a3), A = (a). Let U= 
- 1 +x+x-l, up’=-1 +x2+xe2. Suppose that a complement V exists, 
with V =, U( 1 + Z,). Let u = vg, v E I’, g E G. Then au E ug mod V. But since 
#O(au - ua”) = 1, then au = uc6 mod I, and it follows that a” = a6 mod V. 
However ug # a6 for all g E G. (We shall see that G has a complement 
containing U( 1 + I,).) 
EXAMPLE 2. G = (a, x 1 a41 = x8 = 1, ax = a3), A = (a). Let 
u=-1-(x+x-‘)+2x4+(x3+x-3), 
u 
-1 =-1+(x+x-‘)+2x4-(x3+x-3). 
Suppose that a complement V exists, with V? U( 1 + Z,J, and let u = vg, 
v E V, g E G, so again a” = up mod V. But 
au = a4 mod V if k z 0, 3, 5, 6 mod 8 
=cI -10 mod V if k-1,2,4,7mod8 
and neither of these values is ever equal to ag, g E G. In this case, no value 
of k works. 
For the rest of this section, we assume that [G: A] is odd, and we set 
s=+([G:A] - 1). 
Then s = -s - 1 mod [G: A], so Z,* = Z, by Lemma 2.3(e). 
LEMMA 2.5. g-‘(h + hK’)g = h + h-’ mod I,, g, h E G. 
Proof. 
h-‘(hh-” - 1) 
which tis maps to [h, g]h”(hh-g)h-“= h-“[h, g] h”h”(hh-g) h-“= 
h-“[A, 81 h ‘$+ *h-gh-S. Since G/A is abelian, then G’ <A, and since 
[G: A] = 2s + 1, h2S+1 commutes with [h, g], giving h-Sh2S’1[h, g] hmgh-” = 
hs+‘(h- ihg) h-gh-’ = 1 and the proof is complete. 
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Write -: BG-+ (Z(G/A) for the natural map. Since I, rA(G,A), we have a 
commutative diagram of rings 
ZG- UG/I, 
We know that I,* = I,, so ZG/Z, admits *, which commutes with the ring 
homomorphisms of the diagram. We denote by U the image of u E zG/Z, 
under the vertical arrow. Since I, c A(G), zG/Z, admits the augmentation 
map, and we write U,(zG/I,) for units of augmentation 1. By Lemma 2.3(d), 
(1 + Z,) f7 G = 1, so G embeds in zG/Z,, and we identify G with its image in 
zG/Z,. We look for a normal complement to G in U,(ZG/I,). 
If u E U,(ZG/I,), we may consider its image d E U,(Z(G/A)). Since G/A 
is abelian, we first collect some (more or less well-known) facts about units 
of group rings of abelian groups. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let X be a finite abelian group. 
(a) U,(UX)=Xx U(1 +A(X)*). 
(b) U,(ZX) is finitely generated. 
Cc> W + AGO*) is a free abelion group. 
(d) If u E U( 1 + A(X)*), then u* = u. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.1(b), u E U,(ZX) can be written as 
uza mod (Ax)‘, a E X. 
Thus ua-’ = 1 + a, a E (AX)‘. Part (a) now follows from Lemma 2.1(c), 
and parts (b) and (c) from [ 11, Theorem II. 3.11. 
For (d), write u = u*u-‘, so U*U = 1 since X is abelian. If u = C,,, vxx, 
U, E L, then the coefficient of 1 in v*v is C uf,, which is 1 since V*U = 1. 
Thus u = fx for some x E X, and since u has augmentation 1, o =x, so 
u* = ux. Now u E 1 mod A(X)*, and U* z 1 mod A(X)2 (since 
A(x)* = A(X)). Therefore x = 1 mod A(X)‘, and x = 1 from Lemma 2.1 (c), 
yielding U* = U. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.7. G has a normal complement Y in U,(HG/I,), and Y is a 
finitely generated free abelian group. 
Proof. Let G denote G/A. Define 
V= {u E U,(bG/I,) ] U* = u and f= 1 mod A(@‘). 
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This is our first approximation to a complement for G. We first show that V 
is a subgroup. Define 
W= {u E U,(ZG/I,) 1 C= 1 modA(@‘}. 
We claim that W is abelian. If u E W, then k* = U by Lemma 2.6(d), so 
Ii = F‘ uxx, u,-I = 24,. 
xcG/A 
Since 1 G/A 1 is odd, we may choose a set T of coset representatives of A in G 
such that g-i E T whenever g E T. Then v = CgET ugg in ZG/I, satisfies 
v* = v, and v can be written as a Z-linear combination of 1 and terms of the 
form g + g-‘. Thus v is central in ZG/I,, by Lemma 2.5. Since 8= zi, we 
have v=u+a, aEd(G,A), so v=u(l +/3) in ZG/Z,, wherebEA(G,A), 
u/3= a. Now ,OE b - 1 modI, for some b E A, by Lemma 2.3(c). Thus 
v = ub in LG/I,, so u = vb- ‘. Now v is central, and A is abelian, showing 
that W is indeed abelian. We have V G W, so if u,, v2 E V, then 
v,v2=v2v,, and so (v, v2)* = v$~ = vi v2. Therefore V is a subgroup. 
We next claim that V -4 U,(ZG/Z,), and U,(ZG/I,) = VG. Take 
U’ E U,(LG/I,), so zi’ E g mod d(G)’ for some g E G, by Lemma 2.6(a). 
Then u = u’g- ’ satisfies ri E 1 mod A(@‘, so u E W. We have seen that 
u = vb-‘, where v* = v, and b E A. Then v = ub is a unit of LGII,, and 
z! E V. Therefore u’ = vb-‘g, and U,(ZG/I,) = VG. Normality of V follows 
from this and (g-lug)* = g-‘v*g, g E G, v E ZG. 
We now look at GnV. IfgEGnV, theng=g*=g-‘, sog’=l, and 
gEA because [G:A] is odd. Thus GnV= {aEAIa’= 1) which we call 
A,. Consider the map f: I’+ U,(zG) given by f(v) = V; v E V. If v E kerf, 
then V= i in LG, so v = 1 + 6, 6 E A(G, A). By Lemma 2.3(c), S = a - 1 
mod Z, for some a E A, giving v = a, and ker f = A n V = A,. The image of 
f is contained in U(1 + A(G)‘), so V/A, is a free abelian group by 
Lemma 2.6(c). Therefore there exists a splitting 0: V+ A, of the inclusion 
A, + V of abelian groups. 
Since V a U,(ZG/Z,), V is a G-module. We have I’< W, an abelian 
group, and since A < W, A acts trivially on I’, so V is a G-module. Then 
define t: V+ A, by r(v) = ~,,~a(~“-‘)~. Clearly r is a G-module 
homomorphism, and r(u) = utGEA1 = a for a E A,, since [G: A] is odd. Thus 
I’= A, x Y for some e-submodule Y of V. Then Y is also a G-module, and 
since U,(ZG/I,) = VG, it follows that Y u U,(ZG/I,) and Y is a normal 
complement to G in U,(ZG/Z,). Moreover, Y g-V/A, is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of U(1 + A(G)*), so Y is finitely generated free abelian, by 
Lemma 2.6. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 1.2 now follows easily. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. For u E U,(ZG), consider u as an element of 
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U,@G/Z,) and write u =yg, y E Y, gE G. Define p: U,(HG)+ G by 
p(u) = g. Then p(g) = g, g E G, and ker p is an extension of U( 1 + Z,) by a 
subgroup of Y. This completes the proof. 
3. REDUCTION LEMMAS 
Throughout this section, A denotes an abelian normal subgroup of the 
finite group G. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf 6 E A(G, A) and (1 + S)p = 1 for some prime p not 
dividing 1 A 1, then 6 = 0. 
Proof: We use induction on 1 A 1, the case I A I = 1 being trivial. Let q be a 
prime dividing IA /. If A is not a q-group, let B be a Sylow q-subgroup of A. 
Denoting the image of 6 in Z(G/B) by 6, evidently (1 + @’ = 1, and 6 = 0 
by induction. Then 6 E d(G, B), and 6 = 0 by induction. Thus we may 
assume that A is q-group. Since the image of d(G, A) in (Z/qZ)G is a 
nilpotent ideal, we have (1 + a)q” E 1 mod q for some integer n. Also 
(1+6y= 1 and p#q, so 1+6- 1 modq, and 6EqZG. Suppose that 
6 E q’ZG, where i > 0. Then since (1 + S)p = 1, we have 
mod q2’ 
whence 6 E q*‘mG. Then 6 E qjZG for all j, so 6 = 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf B is a normal subgroup of G contained in A, then 
A(G,A)*nd(G,B)=A(A)A(B)hG. 
ProoJ We prove that the left side is contained in the right, the reverse 
inclusion being obvious. Take 6 E d(G, A)* n d(G, B). Choose coset 
representatives {x, ,..., x,.} of A in G. We may write 6 uniquely in the form 
6 = C xiai, ai E LA, and since 6 E d(G, A)*, we have ai E @A)*, i = l,..., r. 
Choose coset representatives { y, ,..., y,} of B in A, and write ai = Cj yjpij, 
pii E LB, j = l,..., m; since 6 E d(G, B), we have pij E A(B), for all i, j. Thus 
ai E (AA)* n&A, B), i = l,..., n. It remains to prove that 
d(A)* n A(A, B) 5 A(A) A(B). 
Take a E A(A)* nd(A, B), and write a = C yjrj, yj E ZB, and since 
a E A(A, B), then yj E d(B), j = l,..., m. Write yj = ( y,j - 1) + 1, so 
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and let B = C yj. Then since each (yj - 1) yj E A(A) A(B), we have a = /3 
mod A(A) A(B). Now /3 = b - 1 mod A(B)* for some b E B by Lemma 2.1(b), 
so a = b - 1 mod A(A)2 since A(B) GA(A). However, a E A(A)2, and then 
Lemma 2.1(c) implies that b = 1. Therefore a = 0 mod A(A) A(B), and so 
A(A)’ nA(A, B) 5 A(A) A(B). This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.3. If u is a unit of LG offlnite order, and u = 1 mod A(G, A)‘, 
then u = 1. 
Proof. We use induction on IA /, the case IA 1 = 1 being trivial. Assume 
that IA / > 1, and write u = 1 + 6, 6 E A(G, A)‘. We may suppose that up = 1 
for some prime p. By Lemma 3.1, we may assume that p divides IA I. If IA 1 is 
divisible by another prime q # p, let A, be the Sylow q-subgroup of A, and 
let - -2 -: ZG + Z(G/A,) be the natural map. Then U = 1 mod A(G, A) , and U 
still has finite order, so U = 1 by induction. Thus u - 1 E A(G, A,), so u = 1 
by Lemma 3.1, since p does not divide IA, 1. 
We may therefore assume that A is a p-group. Let B = On,(A) = 
{aEA~aP=1}.Then6EA(G,B)byinduction,so6EA(G,A)2~A(G,B)= 
A(A) A(B) ZG by Lemma 3.2. We shall show that r(S) = 0 for every 
irreducible complex representation T of G. Every such representation T is a 
direct summand of a representation S induced from a one-dimensional 
representation x of A, by Frobenius reciprocity. Thus it suffices to show that 
S(6) = 0 for all such S. 
Let p” be the exponent of A, and let w be a primitive p”th root of unity. 
Let v be the additive valuation on Z[w], with respect to the prime ideal 
(r~ - 1). Then from [7, Theorem I. 9.11, we have 
(a) V(P) = P~~‘(P - I), 
(b) v(QY~’ - 1) = p”-‘. 
If r = [G: A], then S maps LG to M,.(Z[w]), the matrix ring over L [w]. 
Extend v to a valuation on M,(Z[w]) by setting v(X) = i if 
X E (w - l)iM,(L[w]) - (w - l)‘+‘M,(Z[w]). For all b E B, we have 
bp = 1, so S(b) is a diagon$, matrix whose diagonal entries are pth roots of 
unity, hence powers of wp . Thus v(S@)) > p”-’ for all /3 E A(B), by (b). 
Clearly v(S(a)) > 1 for all a E A(A). Suppose that S(6) # 0. Then 
v(S(6)) = p”-’ + i for some positive integer i. Since (1 + S)p = 1, then 
Pd + 
i ) 
; a2+ .** +rY=o. 
Clearly v(y) > 0 for 1 <j < p. Hence v(pS(G)) > v(S(8’)). Then from (a), 
we have 
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p”-Yp-1)+p”-l+i>p(pn-l+i) 
so i > pi. This is impossible, since i > 0, and therefore S(S) = 0, as desired. 
Remark. The last lemma can also be proved directly by augmentation 
calculus. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let B be an elementary abelian p-group, for some prime p. 
Then PA(B) s A(B)P, with equality if 1 B I= p. 
Proof. Take b E B, b # 1, and suppose p(b - 1) E A(B)’ -A(B)‘+ I. Now 
and (y)(b- ly’EA(B)‘+‘, if 2<j<p. Thus p(b- l)=-(b- I)” 
modA(B) If i<p- I, then (b- I)“EA(B)‘+‘, so p(b- I)=0 
mod A(B)‘+‘, which is not so. Therefore i >p, and p(b - 1) E A(By. If 
IBI=p, then let B=(b), so A(B)P=(b-l)PZB, and (b-l)=0 
mod PA(B), proving that A(B)P = PA(B). 
For the remainder of this section, B denotes an elementary abelian normal 
p-subgroup of G contained in A. 
LEMMA 3.5. If 6 E A(G, B) and (1 + S)p s 1 mod A(G, B)P ‘I, then 
PS+~~=O modA(G,B)pf’. 
Prooj We have 
Pa + mod A(G, B)P + I. 
For 1 < i < p, (7) 6’ EpA(G, B)*, and pA(G, B) & A(G, B)P by Lemma 3.4. 
Thus ( f ) 6’ E A(G, B)P ’ ’ for 1 < i < p, proving the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. If a E A(G, A) A(B), p E A(G, B), then 
(1 +a+p)p=(l +P)” mod A(G, A)A(B)P. 
Proof: We have (l+a+~)p=l+~~~,(~)(a+~)i. SinceaEA(G,A)A(B), 
then for 1 < i-< p, 
(T) (a +/I>‘= (p)B’ modpA(GA)A(B). 
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But pd(B) c d(B)P by Lemma 3.4, so 
(7) (a -t/3)‘= ( f)pi modA(G,A)A(W’, 
for 1 < i < p. Also, (a +/I)” = ,f3” + other terms, each of which has p a’s or 
/3’s, and at least one a, so (a + p)” =/I” mod A(G, A) A(B)“. Then 
(1 +cz+@~= 1 + i p’modA(G,A)A(B)P 
i=l 
and since 1 + Cf= I (7 ) p’ = (1 + /I)“, the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let G = AX, A n X = 1, and let G, = BX. Then 
A(G, A) A(B)” n LG, = A(G,, B)n+ ‘. 
Proof. Take a E A(G, A) A(B)” n ZG, , and write a = C,,x xa,, 
a, E A(A) A(B)” n LB, for x E X. Thus it suffices to prove that 
A(A)A(B)“nZB=A(B)“+‘. 
Take pEA(A)A(B)“nLB, and write /3 as /?=Cnij(a,- 1)13,, aiEA, 
/lj E A(B)“, nij E L. Let { 1, g, ,..., g, } be coset representatives of B in A, and 
define the function 4: A -+ B by #( g,b) = b. Extend 4 linearly to an additive 
homomorphism 4: ZA + LB. Since j3 E ZB, then @@) =p. If pj E A(B)“, 
a=g,b, then 4th - l>Pj) = @(g,bpi) - #(pj> =bpi-Pj= (b - l>Pj E 
A(B)“+ ‘. Thus /I = $@) E A(B)“+ ‘, as desired. 
LEMMA 3.8 (See [6, Lemma 1.4(i) or [8, Lemma 5.21.) Let Hand K be 
normal subgroups of G, with H n K = 1. Then 
A(G, H) n A(G, K) = A(G, H) A(G, K). 
Proof Let (x1 ,..., x,} be coset representatives of H X K in G. Take 
a E A(G, H) n A(G, K), and write a = Ci ChEH Xihpih, pi,, E A(K). Write 
h=(h- l)+ 1, so 
a=\- \‘ 
? h’;‘cl 
Xi(h - 1) Pi* + 1 2]: XiPih 
i hcH 
and then a E xi ChpH xi/Ii,, mod A(G, H) A(G, K). Since a E A(G, H), then 
for each i we have Ch Pih E A(G, H) n A(K) = 0, proving the lemma. 
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4. FAITHFUL AND IRREDUCIBLE ACTION OF G/A ON A 
In this section we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that G = AX, A -CI G, A an elementary abelian 
p-group, and assume that X is abelian and acts faithfully and irreducibly on 
A. Zf8EIk(G,A) and (1 +a)“= 1 modd(G,A)P+i, then GEd(G,A)*. 
We can deduce from this that if G satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, 
then U( 1 + Z,(G, A)) is torsion-free. For if 6 E I,(G, A) and (1 + S)q = 1 for 
some prime q, then 6 = 0 unless p = q by Lemma 3.1. Theorem 4.1 implies 
that 6 E d(G, A)‘, whence 6 = 0 by Lemma 3.3. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. It follows from [.5, Satz II. 3.10 ] that if /A / = pd 
and K = GF(pd), then there is an isomorphism y from A to the additive 
group of K, and a monomorphism 4: X+ K*, the multiplicative group of K, 
such that 
W> = 4(x) r(a). xEX, aEA. (1) 
By Lemma 2.2, 6= CXEXx(a, - 1) + a, where a,E A, x E X, and 
a E d(G, A)*. We have 
1 +xx(a,-I))’ modd(G, A)p+’ 
by Lemma 3.6, so we may assume that 6 = JJ x(a, - l), and we shall prove 
that 6 = 0. We claim that it suffices to prove this when 1x1 = pd - 1. For, in 
our situation with G = AX, let X, be cyclic of order pd - 1 containing X, and 
let #i: X, -+ K* be an isomorphism extending 4. Let G, be the semidirect 
product AX,. Then 6 E I,(G,, A) and 6 = 0 since IX, / =pd - 1. We now 
assume that 1x1 = pd - 1 = r. 
Let x: A -+ C be a non-trivial character of A. If w E C is a pth root of 
unity, let R = L [w]. Let T = xc be the induced representation of RG. We 
may consider the representation space of T to be RX, with 
T(a)y = x(a”>x T(x)y=xy, aEA, x,yEX. 
We claim that it suffices to prove that T(6) E 0 mod(w - 1)‘. For if 
T(C, x(a, - 1))~ E (w - 1)’ RX for all y E X, then C, (x(az) - 1) xy E 
(u- l)*RX, yEX. FixxEX, and let a=a,, so 
x(a’) - 1 E 0 mod(w - l)‘, y E X. 
But x(a”) is a power of w, so this congruence implies that x(a’) = 1, y E X. If 
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a # 1, then {ay 1 y E X} generates A since A is irreducible. It follows that x is 
the trivial character of A, contrary to our assumption. Therefore a, = 1 for 
all x E X, and 6 = 0 as claimed. 
For aEA, yEX, we have r(a - 1)~ = (X(aY) - l)y, and since 
~(a’) - 1 = 0 mod(w - l), it follows that for all a E A(G, A), there exists an 
operator S(a) on RX so that 
T(a) = (co - 1) S(a), a E d(G, A). 
Let g(a) denote the reduction of S(a) mod(o - l), so that g(a) is an 
operator on GF(p)X, and by extension of scalars, on KX. We wish to show 
that g(S) = 0. Since T(x(a - 1)) = T(x) T(a - l), it follows that 
S(x(u - 1)) = F(x) qu - l), xEX, aEA, 
where F(X) is the reduction of T(x) mod(w - 1). 
Since (1 + S)l, E 1 modA(G,A)P”, then by Lemma 3.5, p6 + 8~0 
mod A(G, A)p+‘. Thus p(w - 1) S(6) + ((w - 1) S(S))p = 0 mod(w - l)P”, 
or (p/(w - l)p-‘) S(6) + S(Sy E 0 mod(w - 1). We compute p/(w - l)p-’ 
mod(w - 1). We have 
x 11 (1 -to+ . . . +dl) 
i=l 
s (-1)P-’ (Cu - 1)p-’ (p - l)! E -(w - l)P-’ mod(cl, - 1)p. 
Thus p/(w - I)p-’ E -1 mod(w - l), giving 
-S(6) + S(S)p E 0 mod(o - 1). (2) 
We now take x(u) = mtryCa’, a E A, where tr: K -+ GF(p) is the field trace. 
Then 
(l/(w - I))(x(u) - 1) = 1 + w + ... + w”~“-’ E tr y(u) mod(w - 1) 
so r(u - 1)~ = (tr y(u’))y = tr@(y) v(u))v, a E A, y E X. We choose a basis 
of KX so that each T(x) is diagonal, namely, the primitive orthogonal idem- 
potents of KX, ci = (l/r) CXEX $(x))~ x, for i mod r. Then F(x) ei = 4(x)’ ei. 
For a E A, we have 
S(u- l)Ej=S(u- l)~$qx)-‘x 
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which implies that 
d-l 
S(U - 1) Ej= C y(U)“” Ej_pn, aEA,jmodr. 
n=o 
Then 
S(S) Ej = 1 T(x) qu, - 1) Ej = 1 c y(u,)“” qqxy’-P” EjPP” 
x n 
= G1 -Y- (y(u,) c)(x)“-“j- ‘)P” Ejmp”. I- 
n x 
Define 
di = 1 cw’ Y(%> for i mod r. 
x 
Then 
d-l 
s(s) &j = 1 (6p-“j- 1)‘” &j-p”, 
!I=0 
j mod r. (3) 
Write S(S) Ej = JJimod r s(i, j) ci. Then (3) implies 
s(i, j) = 0 unless j - i E p” mod r for some n. (4) 
Taking n = 0 in (3), we obtain 
s(j, j+ l)=Sj for j mod r. (5) 
From (2), s(S)p = g(S), hence 
s(i, j) = x s(i, m,) s(m,, mJ .f+ s(m,-, ,j). (6) 
m,,....mp-l 
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Using (4), we see that the sum collapses to those m, ,..., mPPl for which 
m, - I, m, - m, ,..., mP-, -j are all powers of p mod r. Suppose that 
j-i=p” modr. Then (mi-i)+(m,-m,)+aee+(j-m,-,)=j-i=p’ 
mod r, giving 
p”l+p”2+ . . . +p”‘-pn mod r. 
We claim that this yields n, E n, E ... s nP = n - 1 mod d. Since pd = 1 
mod(pd - l), we may replace n, by any of its residues mod d, and so may 
assume that n < ni, all i. Then divide by p”, so that we may assume n = 0. 
Now replace each n, by its least non-negative residue mod d. We wish to 
provethatn,=n,=...=n,=d-l.Wehave 
p<p”‘+pn2+ a.. +p”p<p * pd-‘=pd. 
Thenp”l+ .*. +p”p- 1 mod (p”- 1) can only happen ifp”‘+ . . . +p’Q=pd, 
so the upper bound is attained, and each p”f = pd- ‘. Thus 
n, = . . . = nP = d - 1 proving our claim. 
Therefore the sum in (6) collapses to a single term, 
P--I 
s(i,i+p”)= n s(i+mp”-‘,i+(m+ l)p”-‘) 
Wl=O 
(7) 
Substitute (7) with n = 1: s(i, i + p) = n,,s(i + m,, i + m, + 1) into (7) 
with n = 2: s(i, i + p’) = n,,,, s(i + m, p, i + (m, + 1)~) giving s(i, i + p’) = 
n,, n,, s(i + m, p + m,, i + m, p + m, + 1). Then substitute this equation 
into (7) with n = 3. Continuing in this manner we have 
s(i, i + 1) = s(i, i + pd) 
= mE, “‘~~s(i+md-lpd-‘+“‘+m,p+mo, 
i+mdplpdml+ . ..+m.p+m,+ 1). 
Since md-, pd-’ + a.* + m, p + m, is the expansion of the integers from 0 to 
r in base p, we obtain 
s(i, i + 1) = s(i, i + 1) s(i + 1, i + 2) a*. s(i - 1, i) s(i, i + l), i mod K (8) 
Now 6 E Z,(G,A), so nX(aX)xk= 1, which implies by (1) that 
6, = C, 4(x)” ~(a,) = 0. From (5), s(k, k + 1) = 6, = 0, which implies that 
s(i, i + 1) = 0 for all i mod r, by (8). Then from (5) we get ai = 0 for all i 
mod r, and finally from (3), s(S) = 0. This completes the proof. 
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We remark that if G satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, then the ideals 
Z,(G,A) are precisely all the ideals 1 of ZG, maximal subject to 
d(G, A)* G Zf d(G, A). 
5. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF 
We first prove that U( 1 + I,(G, A)) is torsion-free if G splits over A. The 
general metabelian case will then follow from this. We shall need the 
following result of Berman and Higman. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let G be a finite group. Suppose that u = C uR g E U,(LG). 
If u has j?nite order and u , # 0, then u = 1. 
ProoJ See [ 11, Corollary II. 1.31. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let G = AX be afinite group with A a G, A n X = 1, 
and both A and X abelian. Then U( 1 + I,(G, A)) is torsion-free. 
ProoJ We use induction on IGJ. We first observe that if H 4 G and 
-: LG + Z(G/H) is the natural map, then the image of I,(G, A) in ZG is - - 
contained in I,(G, A). For if C ng(a - 1) E I,(G, A), then n a”@ = 1, SO - - 
nE’“= 1, and then C&E-l)EI,(G,A). 
Now let u E U(1 + I,(G, A)), and suppose that up = 1 for some prime p. 
Suppose that H is a central subgroup of G, with H < X, and H # 1. Then - - 
G= G/H is a split metabelian group, U = i mod I,(G, A), and U has finite 
order, so E = i by induction. Thus u E 1 mod d(G, H). If ( 1, g, ,..., g, } is a 
set of coset representatives of H in G, then 
u = 1 + a + 9 gjai, a, ai E d(H). 
i=2 
If a = 0, then 1 occurs in the support of u, so u = 1 by Lemma 5.1. If a # 0, 
then some h E H occurs in the support of u, and then Lemma 5.1 applied to 
uhk’ implies that u = h. But G n (1 + I,(G, A)) = 1 from Lemma 2.3(d), and 
so u = 1. We may therefore assume that X does not contain a non-trivial 
central subgroup of G. 
We next observe that we may assume every normal subgroup B of G, with 
B <A, to be indecomposable, in the sense that if B = B, x B, with B, and 
B, normal subgroups of G, then 1 B, 1 or IB21 is 1. If not, let 
-: BG + Z(G/B,) be the natural map, and then U = i by induction, so u = 1 
mod d(G, B,). Similarly u E 1 mod d(G, B2), so u = 1 mod d(G, B ,) d(G, B,) 
by Lemma 3.8. Now d(G, B,)d(G, B,) s d(G, A)‘, and thus u = 1 by 
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Lemma 3.3. We may therefore assume B to be indecomposable. In 
particular, taking B = A, we find that A is a q-group for some prime q. From 
Lemma 3.1, we may assume that p = q. To avoid trivialities, we assume that 
A # 1. 
Write X=X, x X,,, where X, is a p-group and pIfjX,(. Since we are 
assuming that X contains no non-trivial central subgroup of G, it follows 
that X acts faithfully on A. Now C,(X,) # 1 since AX, is a p-group. By [3, 
Theorem 5.3.41, X, acts faithfully on C,(X,), and then by [3, 
Theorem 5.2.4j, X, acts faithfully on B = Q,(C,(X,))= {uE C,,(X,)lu”= 1). 
Since B is indecomposable, X, also acts irreducibly on B. 
Write u = 1 + 6, 6 E I,(G, A). Since 1 BI > 1, then by induction, u E 1 
modd(G, B), so 6 E A(G, B). Let {a, ,..., a,} be coset representatives of B in 
A. Then 6 = C,,, xi xaiPix, pi1 E d(B). Let 
a= \‘ \‘x(a,- l)&, ii 6,= x x xPix, 
~67 i x%X i 
so 6= a + a,, and aEd(G,A)A(B). Also, 6, EZ,(G,A) since 
a E d(G, A)* G Z,(G, A). Since 6, = C,,, Cixfiix, then 6, E I,(G,, B), 
where G,=BX. Now 1=(1+6)P=(1+a+6,)P-(1+~1)P modA(G,A)A(B)P 
by Lemma 3.6. Also, 6, E LG,, so 1 - (1 + S,)p E d(G, A)d(B)P f7 ZG, = 
J(G,,B) p+’ by Lemma3.7. Thus (1 + S,)p = 1 modd(G,,B)“+‘. If we 
could prove that 6, E d(G,, B)‘, then we would have 6 E d(G, A)‘, and then 
6 = 0 by Lemma 3.3. Hence the proposition follows from the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let G = AX, A a G, A n X = 1, with both A and X 
ubeliun. Suppose that A is an elementary ubeliun p-group for some prime p, 
and that a Hull p’-subgroup X, of X acts faithfully and irreducibly on A. If 
6 E I,(G, A) and 
(1 +ay= 1 mod d(G, A)P+‘, 
then 6 E 0 mod d(G, A)2. 
Proof: We use induction on IX,] where Xp is a Sylow p-subgroup of X. 
The case IX, I = 1 is Theorem 4.1. Assume that ] X, I > 1, and let B = C,(X,). 
We assume that IA I # 1. Then ]B I # 1 and B u G, so B = A since A, acts 
irreducibly on A. Thus X, is central in G. Take x E X, with xp = 1, x # 1. 
Letting -: LG -+ L (G/(x)) denote the natural map, we have, by induction, - - 
6~ 0 modd(G, A)2, so 6 = a + 6,) where a E d(G, A)’ and 6, E d(G, (x)). 
Using Lemma 3.6 
(1 +B,)p=(l +6-a)P-(1 +Qp mod d(G, A)p+’ 
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and so (1 + B,)p= 1 modd(G,A)P+‘. Then by Lemma 3.5 
p6, +df=O modd(G,Ay+‘. 
Also, 6, E d(G, (x)) n d(G, A) = d(G, (x)) d(G, A) by Lemma 3.8. Then, 
using the facts that d((x))p=(l-~)Pi7(~)=p(l-x)B(x) and 
pd(G, A) s d(G, A)D from Lemma 3.4, we obtain 
6;E (1 -x)“d(G,A)“=p(l -x)d(G,A)Ps(l -x)d(G,A)P+! 
Therefore, since pd, + e = 0 mod d(G,Al+“, we conclude that 
pa, Ed(G,A)P+l. Write 6, = Cxexxa,, a,E ZA. Since pS, Ed(G,A)P+‘, 
then pa, E d (A )“’ ‘, x E X. Therefore 6, E d(G, A)* provided that 
a E ZA, paEd(A)P+‘*aEd(A)‘. 
Thus, take a E LA with pa ELI(A)~+‘. Then a Ed(A), and by 
Lemma 2.1(b), a = a - 1 mod A(A)’ for some a E A, so we may assume that 
a = a - 1 and must prove u = 1. If a # 1, let w be a pth root of unity, and 
let x: A --) C be a character with x(a) = w. Extend x linearly to ZA, so that x 
maps ZA to Z [w]. Now ~(p(u - 1)) = p(w - l), but x(A(A))P” = 
(0 - ,),+I iz [o]. Since we are assuming that p(u - 1) E A(A)Pt’, then 
p(o - 1)) E (w - l)p+’ Z[w], a contradiction. 
Therefore 6,) and hence 6, belongs to A(G, A)*, and the proof is complete. 
We finally come to the proof of Theorem 1.3. In view of Theorem 1.2 and 
Lemma 2.4, this also completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Denote G/A by X. Let G be the wreath product 
A I’ X. Then by [5, Satz I. 15.91, there is an embedding 4: G t-t G, and G is a 
split metabelian group 2X, with G’ = 24(G). Then Z,(G, A) s Zk(G, 2). From 
Proposition 5.2, U( 1 + Zk(G, .$) is torsion-free, thus completing the proof. 
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